As successes mount in reducing commercial tobacco use, an alarming disparity has taken shape in Minnesota. Recent studies revealed that overall smoking rates have dropped to 14%, whereas American Indians' rates remain higher than 50%. With support from ClearWay Minnesota, the organization created from the state's tobacco settlement, advocates working within sovereign tribal governments to create smoke-free policies came together to discuss effective strategies within tribal Nations. We discussed the history behind mainstream tobacco control's failure to resonate with Native audiences and the need to reframe the movement to a goal of restoring traditional tobacco practices. We share our insights on this critical area for achieving health equity and provide recommendations for tribes, non-Indian advocates, and funders, with a plea for tribal inclusion in commercial tobacco "end-game" strategies. (Am J Public Health.
As successes mount in reducing commercial tobacco use, an alarming disparity has taken shape in Minnesota. Recent studies revealed that overall smoking rates have dropped to 14%, whereas American Indians' rates remain higher than 50%. With support from ClearWay Minnesota, the organization created from the state's tobacco settlement, advocates working within sovereign tribal governments to create smoke-free policies came together to discuss effective strategies within tribal Nations. We discussed the history behind mainstream tobacco control's failure to resonate with Native audiences and the need to reframe the movement to a goal of restoring traditional tobacco practices. We share our insights on this critical area for achieving health equity and provide recommendations for tribes, non-Indian advocates, and funders, with a plea for tribal inclusion in commercial tobacco "end-game" strategies. It is important to understand that traditional tobacco will always remain in use by Minnesota Indian tribes. Tobacco was one of the first gifts from the Creator; its use by Minnesota Indian people is a means of spiritual connection offered during prayer. Children are taught at a very early age the importance of offering tobacco, and it is not uncommon for children to have a pouch of tobacco readily available. Tobacco is sacred to me, my family, and Minnesota American Indians. Our use of tobacco will continue.
-Carol Hernandez, Anishinaabe
This article contains the terms "American Indian," "Native American," "Native," "tribe," "tribal nations," and "reservations." This reflects the reality in the community where different terms are used and preferred by different tribes and even individuals within those tribes.
As part of a collaborative evaluation with tribal Nations to understand policy work to address the harms caused by commercial tobacco, a panel of tribal tobacco program advocates (4 Anishinaabe/Ojibwe, 1 Dakota, and 1 Hidatsa/Assiniboine/Chamorro) sponsored by ClearWay Minnesota convened in 2014 to explore a dilemma encountered in our work: the restoration of our culture, including the use of tobacco for prayer and ceremony, is necessary for achieving health equity, yet colonization restricted access to our original tobacco plants leaving us to substitute with commercial tobacco. This substitution led to very high rates of commercial tobacco use, especially cigarettes, which causes great harm among American Indians in Minnesota. As health advocates, we are challenged to reduce commercial tobacco addiction and restore tradition, all within a context of campaigns used in non-Indian tobacco control (e.g., World No Tobacco Day), which cause great consternation and are rejected by American Indian people. "Tobacco" is not the original word for us, so to distinguish use some people say "traditional tobacco" and some say "sacred tobacco." Some simply say "tobacco," believing all tobacco should be used traditionally. Our original language terms are asemaa (Anishinaabe) and cansasa (Dakota). For convenience, we use the term "traditional tobacco" in this article.
As successes mount in reducing commercial tobacco use among the general population, the disparity with American Indians grows dramatically. Settlement resources that fund successful mainstream tobacco control efforts have not reached American Indians. 1 Over the past 15 years, tobacco control efforts in Minnesota, funded by various sources and driven by the historic state tobacco settlement, brought the state's general population smoking rate to 16% in 2011 and 14.4% in 2014.
2,3 By contrast, surveys conducted in partnership with Minnesota tribal nations during 2010 to 2012 found a 59% statewide smoking rate among American Indians, with little variation between tribal nations and urban areas. 4 As predicted by analysts, the population-based approach to public health is not reaching vulnerable populations-e.g., Minnesota's American Indian communities-and instead is widening the disparities gap. 5 Minnesota tribal nations are sovereign, with our own governments and policies. We do not follow state law and must develop our own initiatives to create smoke-free policies on tribal lands.
As health advocates working full time within tribal Nations, we decided to share our insights on tobacco policy work, which reflect our personal experiences, with the wider community. Through a process of 3 in-person meetings and 2 conference calls, we forged consensus on key points and recommendations. We included quotes to provide individual perspectives along with the group consensus. An evaluation partner was responsible for taking notes, summarizing discussions in writing, coordinating the review process, and preparing background research references.
Although we are place-based, tribal people located in Minnesota, we recognize that some of these lessons may resonate with other tribes' experiences, especially in Great Lakes and Northern Plains lands. 6 However, variations among tribes must be respectfully considered. 7 In fact, we found this to be a lively topic even among our group with individuals from different bands within the same tribe.
MEANING OF TRADITIONAL VS SACRED TOBACCO
When Tobacco is burned, the smoke rises, which provides us a link to all the spirits beyond the sky and our Creator. Tobacco in its original form had both honor and purpose and did not contain all the chemicals that are now put into commercial tobacco. Traditional Tobacco is a Healer. It shows us Wisdom, Love, Respect, Bravery, Honesty, Humility, and Truth. When a Sacred Pipe Ceremony is conducted, we fill the pipe with Sacred Tobacco and offer it to Grandfather, the Great Spirit, then to the spirits of the East, South, West, and North, and then finally to Mother Earth. Taking part in this ceremony allows us to become centered in this life. -Kathleen Starlight Preuss, Dakota
In the past, Minnesota tribes used noncommercial tobacco for ceremonial use. Some tribes used kinnikinnick ("that which is mixed") with red willow bark often mixed with plants such as bearberry. Others used asemaa, which is a plant in the Nicotiana rustica family. Today, Nicotiana tabacum (commercial tobacco) is used by many American Indians as a substitute for the Nicotiana rustica. -Carol Hernandez, Anishinaabe
Most tribal people have a story about how and why we were given the revered plant that non-Indians called "tobacco." These stories vary by tribe and place. [7] [8] [9] In Minnesota's tribes of Anishinaabe (Ojibwe) and Dakota, tobacco is a sacred gift used for spiritual, cultural, and ceremonial practices. [10] [11] [12] [13] To illustrate, we have compiled examples of how we use tobacco in our communities (Box A, available as a supplement to the online version of this article at http://www.ajph.org). Such traditional use ensures the continuity of our way of life.
Before Europeans arrived, tribes used traditional tobacco according to strict codes and traditional protocols, not casually. Each tribe, and even bands within tribes, varied with their protocols. 7, 10, 11 Traditional protocols served as our indigenous form of "tobacco control"-recognizing the powerful nature of this plant and guiding its use. However, the term "control" is problematic for us. Control implies dominance in American culture, and our history is replete with trauma caused by outsider control, so the terms "tobacco guidance" or "restoration" would be more appropriate for our communities.
HOW WE CAME TO USE COMMERCIAL TOBACCO I have heard many ask, "Why is the use of commercial tobacco so high?" We have been taught that cigarettes are traditional tobacco. Our knowledge of traditional tobacco has been lost. For many years it was against the law to practice our tradition. It was not until 1978, when the United States government passed the American Indian Religious Freedom Act, could we practice our traditions. For many years natives referred to the cigarette as "the little pipe." Our People were confused and used what was made available to them. . . . The only tobacco was cigarettes. The US government, along with tobacco companies, encouraged this use. They even went so far as to put American Indians on the cover and tell us it is Traditional Tobacco . . . "like our ancestors used." This propaganda has been put in our face; no wonder it is confusing to the people in our tribal communities! -Kathleen Starlight Preuss, Dakota
As tobacco origin stories vary by tribe and place, so do stories regarding the introduction of commercialized tobacco. The overarching story is of colonization. Early colonial capitalists chose and manipulated the Nicotiana tabacum species specifically to encourage recreational use, mass production, and international trade. The tobacco product was a fundamental driver of capital acquisition and westward expansion, as well as a massive increase in African slave trading. 14, 15 Ironically, as commercialized tobacco products were promulgated, government suppressed traditional use because of fears of Indian gatherings, especially religious ceremonies.
16, 17 Following a "Kill the Indian, save the man" philosophy of the late 19th century, 18 government-sponsored missionaries removed children from parents and grandparents in an aggressive effort to destroy traditional practices. Between 1880 and 1902 alone, 20 000 to 30 000 American Indian children were abducted from their homes and sent to boarding schools where they were punished for using tribal languages and religious ceremonies, which were replaced by English and Christianity. 19 Although Minnesota statistics are limited, a 1929 Red Lake document lists 200 children who were scattered into the Dakotas and as far away as Pennsylvania. 20 For many, the experience in the boarding schools had lifelong, negative health impacts, and created intergenerational trauma with effects to the present day.
21,22
The schools were so proud of this indoctrination that they took hundreds of "before and after" photos, which provide a window on how tradition, including the use of tobacco, was lost to those generations ( Figure 1 ). Despite this attempt to eradicate traditional tobacco, we endured, through secret practices conducted "out of sight" of federal officials, and through "hiding in plain sight." In the latter case, because our people were relocated away from traditional plant sources and could not openly practice ceremonies, they began carrying commercial tobacco to substitute for the asemaa or cansasa used for daily offerings and ceremonies. For example, at Ojibwe funerals, traditional tobacco carries prayers to the Creator for a safe journey for our relatives. To continue this tradition when tobacco was prohibited, a birch basket of cigarettes was passed among attendees who would pick 1 to light and smoke as a group so the tradition of prayer survived. However, substituting commercial tobacco contributed, and still contributes today, to high prevalence of addiction to cigarettes. In 1978, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act acknowledged the reality of the oppression of our practices 23 ; however, it is still difficult for some people to talk about tobacco traditions because they have an internalized fear of revealing details of our religious protocols. Another chapter in our history with commercial tobacco is that many American Indians became addicted to cigarettes while serving in the military. Many Americans are unaware of our record of warriors and soldiers serving in the US military, at higher rates than other racial groups. 24 
OUR COMPLEX RELATIONSHIP WITH COMMERCIAL TOBACCO
The American Indian relationship with commercial tobacco has yielded a deeply complex web of negative and positive effects.
Major Cause of Mortality and Morbidity
Our ancestors lived off the land; we were pure, in a sense, by eating and drinking all-natural food, e.g., deer, wild rice, blueberries, maple sugar, rabbit, moose, and swamp tea (one of my mom's favorites), until commercial tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs became known to Indians. The White man added the chemicals to tobacco to make it a commercial product, a cigarette, and these chemicals cause cancer and other illness, and now it is the leading cause of death in Indian Country. -Donna Hoffer, Anishinaabe
Commercial tobacco use in American Indian communities is at an alarmingly high rate in Minnesota, and the tobacco industry has continued promoting tobacco as "natural." Through historical trauma such as boarding schools, genocide, and being forced off of the land, our sacred medicine became manipulated and now leads to the overall high rates of commercial tobacco. -Nicole Toves Villaluz, Hidatsa, Assiniboine, and Chamorro
As the racial group with the highest rate of commercial tobacco use, American Indians have a concomitant health burden, 25 including some of the highest rates of heart disease, cancer, and postneonatal mortality found in the United States. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Sovereignty and Economic Impacts on Tribal Nations
We are sovereign nations; therefore, we are not subject to state law, including the law restricting smoking tobacco products in public places. Although we have done the groundwork, which includes various surveys in our communities, education on traditional versus commercial tobacco, the effects of secondhand smoke, etc., tribal change comes slower than outside society has the patience for. Tribal leaders fear anger in their voting constituents as well as losing revenue in their casinos. We need to continue providing results that prove that the public is highly in favor of breathing smoke-free air and that casino revenue won't be adversely affected in order to convince our tribal leaders to help us in our smoke-free policy work. -Gina Boudreau, Anishinaabe
Tribal self-government, or sovereignty, is fundamental to health equity. Tribal nations are creating policies to develop economic stability and provide education, jobs, and health services. 34, 35 Yet, there are frequent attacks on tribal sovereignty by the media, state governments, public health advocates, and anti-Indian groups, including court decisions limiting tribal jurisdiction and legislative efforts to restrict tribal control of our land use and taxation. 36 We have become very protective and tired of defending tribal sovereignty. Unfortunately, tobacco companies have been one of the only groups that have strongly supported tribal sovereignty and economic development. 37, 38 Many tribes use casino profits to build infrastructure, create jobs, and provide services including education, health care, small business loans, and housing, 37, 39, 40 and tobacco companies have worked with tribes to increase these revenues. Philip Morris and RJ Reynolds are long-standing supporters of American Indian colleges and casinos. 41, 42 This relationship building from the tobacco industry means that our leaders and members see positive aspects of the industry rather than negative impacts. At the same time, public health groups have not made efforts to build relationships with our leaders and have even supported efforts to restrict tribal decisionmaking on gaming, land use, and taxation. This makes it more challenging for us to reframe tobacco from a health rather than economic perspective.
Misappropriation and Stereotyping
Tobacco companies have targeted our people specifically because they know tobacco means something to us in our traditions and our culture. They have targeted our people in their advertisements and labeling, using Native American pictures and Native American slogans on their packaging. This has a negative impact on our people. -Linda Tibbetts-Barto, Anishinaabe
Although the tobacco industry supports sovereignty, at the same time they show no reluctance in exploiting our culture to sell destructive products, leaving the world with a distorted image of who we are as people. American Indian tradition is not to sell a sacred plant or use it to generate profits. The tobacco industry uses images such as war bonnets and pipes to sell products and perpetuate stereotypes (Figure 2) . 43 Some tribal traditions prohibit images of spiritual items, yet we have no control of outsiders who use our images. These tobacco industry practices contribute to ignorance among non-Indians regarding Indian people, and also encourage addiction among our own people through brands such as American Spirit and Red Man. 44 "Indian" brands, including Seneca, Smokin' Joe's, and Geronimo are promoted heavily on reservations in ways that appeal to our sense of pride and desire for visibility.
STRATEGIES FOR A TRADITIONAL TOBACCO MOVEMENT
Addressing the complexity of 2 tobaccos requires shifting our paradigm and supporting new strategies. 45 
Increasing Traditional Use
Learning from our spiritual leaders how to gather and grow this sacred medicine and how to use it in a good way has been an important strategy for all of us. We need to share the teachings with our families. The challenges are that community members don't understand its traditional relevance. It is hard to connect with our families about the teachings and traditional ways. Change in community norms come slow because there are so many hardships in Indian Country. We also have to seek out our spiritual leaders and utilize them as much as possible to bring the teachings to our children of how tobacco ties into our seven values as Anishinaabe. The seven teachings being: Nibwaakaawin-Wisdom: To cherish knowledge is to know Wisdom; Zaagi'idiwinLove: To know peace is to know Love; Minaadendamowin-Respect: To honor all creation is to have Respect; Aakode'ewinBravery: Bravery is to face the foe with integrity; Dabaadendiziwin-Humility: Humility is to know yourself as a sacred part of Creation; Debwewin-Truth: Truth is to know all of these things; Gwayakwaadiziwin-Honesty: Honesty in facing a situation is to be brave.
Our children are hungry to hear the teachings. -Gina Boudreau, Anishinaabe
Traditional tobacco as understood and named by our people-asemaa, cansasa, kinnikinnick-will continue to be an integral component of our way of life. Along with our original languages and traditions, we will restore protocols for traditional tobacco use and bring healing to our people. We also believe that a focus on restoring traditional tobacco will help reduce high rates of cigarette addiction, a strategy that has only recently received research attention. 46 
Confronting the Complex Context of 2 Tobaccos
Historically, tobacco has been given as a way of honoring someone. We give tobacco to our drummers at Wacipis (powwows). But, instead of traditional tobacco, we now give cigarettes,
FIGURE 2-Examples of Indian Images on Tobacco Products
thinking it's traditional tobacco. The Creator did not make tobacco to be smoked in a cigarette stick and held away from our bodies, then drop the ashes on the ground and smash the butts with our foot. This is NOT tradition! Many of our community members think that smoking cigarettes is like smoking traditional tobacco. They are confused in their thinking that it is all the same. -Kathleen Starlight Preuss, Dakota
As advocates, we have had to navigate through the discomfort and complexity of promoting traditional tobacco use only in a context in which the majority of people are still addicted to commercial tobacco. Successes come from the courage to bring forth teachings of traditional tobacco while facing criticism from those who identify with the status quo and reject the reality of how commercial tobacco harms our people. This requires persistence, patience, and continual reminders of the many tobaccorelated diseases we face. By taking on this role, we have shaped change from within, bringing along leaders, colleagues, and decisionmakers to forge healthier norms.
Drawing on Tribal Identity and Relations to Create Policies
This work helps us as a tribe to acquire healthier air, create smoke-free policies, and enforce policies that have been passed. The education we provide and the decisions we make as tobacco educators include our tribal leaders who base their decisions on what they believe is best for the tribe as a whole. -Gina Boudreau, Anishinaabe Elders are key stakeholders on the reservation. These elders are individuals who are often sought out for wisdom and knowledge. In one particular situation, an elder woman provided the advice of making smoke-free foster care homes on the reservation where there was no enforcement of this kind. Acting on this elder's wisdom made a major change for future foster children of this reservation. -Donna Hoffer, Anishinaabe
As members of our tribal nations, we have influence on our tribal governments and can work directly to develop policies reflecting community values we want to see. Often, we have direct access to our elected leaders to request policy and program changes. However, some of our governments are less accessible, and there we begin with smaller steps to build support with service providers and program directors. We know our elders, and respecting their key role in our communities, seek their guidance and support.
As advocates, we have successfully passed policies to reduce our tribal members' and employees' (both Indian and non-Indian) exposure to secondhand smoke at worksites, elder housing units, casinos, hotels, powwows, and foster homes. Some of us have passed smoke-free buffer zones around tribal buildings that are more stringent than statewide bans. However, we pass policies through a different process than mainstream tobacco control; that is, we do not work with non-Indian health advocacy groups or use confrontational media tactics. This is critical for us because of the history of oppression by outside forces and also because of the reality of continued attacks on sovereignty. Even when working from within as tribal members, we must remember the repercussions of our history. Building trust is essential for any leader, program manager, or individual who plans on proposing tribal policy change. It is imperative that the person proposing change have the trust and respect of tribal members. As a closely connected community, we must proceed carefully and consider unintended consequences. For example, will a smoke-free foster home policy negatively affect our ability to find American Indian foster families, given we cannot find enough families to meet the need as it is?
Building New Social Norms Through Education and Positive Messaging
We know that smoking leads to higher rates of disease and earlier death. However, we have to remember that smoking has become one of the coping skills that go along with the many difficult choices that our people make daily. Historical trauma, adverse childhood experiences, drug and alcohol abuse, and poverty all play a role. Changing community norms is not an easy job in Indian Country because smoking cigarettes is widely accepted and far too common. -Gina Boudreau, Anishinaabe
Federal and state governments forcefully removed us from our homelands and attempted to erase our identity. Through this, we have become used to depression, suffering, and shame. Our elders and spiritual leaders tell us that it is time to heal, and to celebrate our survival with hopefulness in our messaging. Even under all the oppression, we held on to our sacred tobacco. Traditional tobacco is a powerful part of our culture, and we bring hope to our people through its restoration.
We have had successes in growing and gathering traditional tobacco that families can use instead of commercial tobacco at important moments such as naming ceremonies, powwows, and funerals. We are a tribal people and social norms are very important for creating change. For example, powwows are prominent and public social gatherings where we can address traditional versus commercial use. In 3 communities, we have succeeded in getting smoke-free areas and messaging on traditional use at powwows. We are working toward having enough traditional tobacco to replace the commercial tobacco now used as the offering to the Creator during our ceremonies.
We have found that it is critical for us to be a presence in our communities. We acknowledge the past and current suffering of our people and listen to their stories. We also recognize that scare tactics do not work, for many of our people do not fear death, seeing it so often among their loved ones. We continue to seek effective tobaccorelated tools and messages from the nonIndian public health world, but also for ways to blend the messages of harm with messages of hope and healing through a traditional tobacco movement.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO MAJOR STAKEHOLDERS
The disparities resulting from commercial tobacco use between American Indians and the general population are alarming. Much is at stake as we recognize that reducing high rates of commercial tobacco use will be necessary to achieve health equity. As we contemplate the work that we are doing in our communities, we offer recommendations regarding how tribal leaders, tribal members, non-Indian advocates, and funders can support the vision of a paradigm shift from "tobacco control" to a "traditional tobacco movement" (Box B, available as a supplement to the online version of this article at http:// www.ajph.org).
Tribal Elected Leaders
Commercial tobacco is killing our people. Tribal leaders in Minnesota have already passed important policies including smokefree buildings, powwows, and foster homes. We recommend that they continue to consider the health of the people, understanding that expanding these policies is their legacy for ensuring thriving future generations. It is tempting to establish policies that provide immediate economic benefits. However, we may be more effective at protecting the next generations if we use our sovereignty to create policies by using a lens focused on health. As noted by researcher Nez Henderson, MD, MPH, "with sovereignty comes responsibility, responsibility of the health of our people." 47 This may mean protecting employees from secondhand smoke even when the business implications are unclear. It may mean eliminating the sales of cheap cigarettes, which will increase quitting and reduce the number of young people who initiate a lifelong habit. We invite debate on whether money made from selling "Indian" brands is worth the harms caused by both keeping our people addicted and exploiting our own sacred cultural icons to do so.
We recommend that tribal leaders improve cessation services for members and allocate tribal land for traditional tobacco gardens. We would like to see culturally specific programming that incorporates asemaa or cansasa across tribal departments to enhance our ability to collaborate. Alternatively, tribal leaders could support a holistic approach through a department dedicated to cultural teachings, integrating the use of asemaa or cansasa. Tribal nations could fund these initiatives by earmarking cigarette taxes, following the example of other nations, including Turtle Mountain Ojibwe, Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians, and Muscogee Creek. 48 For American Indians, role models are important, and tribal leaders are arguably the most important of all. Leaders often reference culture and tradition as part of their election campaigns. But not all are aware of the dangerous mixed messages that they promulgate when commercial tobacco is conflated with tradition. Role modeling of traditional tobacco use only by leaders will be instrumental in restoring our tradition.
Tribal Community Members
We ask that community members open their hearts and their minds to using tobacco only in a good way. We would like them to join us in our traditional tobacco movement, as messengers and advocates, to grow a groundswell against commercial products that manipulate our tradition. Together, we can transform our community norm from harmful cigarettes to healing traditional tobacco. We ask that more of our community members reach out for help and support their loved ones to take advantage of quitting resources.
We see an increasing number of spiritual and cultural leaders talking about traditional tobacco at community events. We encourage more leaders to collaborate with us to advocate on tobacco issues and help identify ways to educate the community. We respectfully request that those of us with knowledge overcome our fears of cultural theft and repression to share and transfer this legacy to our younger people so they can embrace their culture to build a healthier future.
Non-Indian Tobacco Control Advocates
The need for understanding and support of our sovereignty cannot be overstated. Sovereignty is the basis for a healthy tribal nation and a core social determinant of health. We need non-Indians to not just support, but also to champion, efforts to use resources that we were guaranteed in treaties, and to speak out publicly against non-Indian attempts to attack tribal nations and treaty obligations. It is affirming when our colleagues recognize how we have had to hide our tobacco tradition and publicly acknowledge the traditional role for tobacco.
As a community that has resisted continued attempts at assimilation, we have often been forgotten or remembered only when we attempt to assert our sovereign rights. We encourage non-Indian supporters, especially public health advocates, to learn more about our culture, history, and current situation and to meet tribal leaders with no agenda other than building trusting relationships. Even though we may seem wary of support given the history of our people, we deeply appreciate partners who can stand beside us as we negotiate the complexities of tobacco, cultural restoration, and healing. However, we do warn against tokenism. It may seem expedient to choose 1 person to work with, but this shortcut can lead to important gaps in knowledge and partnerships. Tribal nations are diverse and 1 person can never speak for all of us.
Funders
We request that funders consider "cultural equity" as a core component of health equity, and support creative, long-term, community-generated strategies that honor the reality that traditional tobacco will never be eliminated from our world. In recent years, funders, including ClearWay Minnesota, have stepped up to work with us in this way, and we appreciate these efforts as we recognize that they have not been without challenges.
A cookie-cutter approach does not work for us. Although other communities have benefited from campaigns such as World No Tobacco Day, we will never be able to participate with such a slogan. We need to have the flexibility to develop our own strategies and outcomes that will work for us. We request that funders allow us to develop our strategies to work within our communities knowing that we share the same mission and desire to reduce disparities from the toll of commercial tobacco, yet we also know the complexities we face in doing so. Current funding restrictions, especially on tobacco gardens, present major barriers to our progress.
CONCLUSIONS AND APPEAL
As public health at large begins planning a new phase in tobacco control-with the "end game" of eliminating commercial tobacco taking center stage-it is important to note that we do not see our issues reflected in these discussions. [49] [50] [51] To truly fulfill our quest to achieve health equity, this must change, and we appeal to be included. Our tribal advocates and governments are essential partners if public health wishes to be successful at seeing the end game for commercial tobacco products. If we are not included as sovereign negotiators for new laws and regulations, we foresee unintended consequences for tribal nations, such as increased disparities and increased influence of tobacco industries intent on finding avenues to continue profiting from commercial products. 44, 52 We also envision losing ground on eliminating contraband activity, such as smuggling through reservations, which has had an inordinately negative impact on tribal nations. 38 To avoid such disastrous consequences when our mission is truly shared, we must work together to support American Indians to persist with this work. Only through authentic partnership that recognizes traditional tobacco as a gift from our Creator will we strengthen our shared public health capacity to reach the end-game goal of eliminating commercial exploitation of a sacred plant that was meant to heal, not harm.
